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We have calculated the optical spectra of NaxCoO2 for x=0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 within the local density approxi-
mation sLDA d. A comparison of our results to available experimental data shows good agreement of the
important features and trends, but reveals a nearly uniform shift of peak positions and poor quantitative
reproduction of intensities. We show, through application of a simple model, that these differences can be
attributed to overhybridization between Co and O orbitals and spin fluctuations that renormalize the bandwidth.
Application of the LDA+U procedure shifts the optical peaks farther from their experimental locations,
indicating that this method of incorporating correlation effects is ill-suited for the case of NaxCoO2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The layered cobaltate NaxCoO2 is the subject of consid-
erable interest not only because of a possibly unconventional
superconducting state,1 but also due to its unusual magne-
totransport and thermoelectric behavior,2–4 and an intriguing
magnetic phase diagram.5 As the Na content is varied from
low to high, the system moves from a paramagnetic metal
with Pauli-like susceptibility through a narrow, charge-
ordered, insulating region aroundx=0.5 to a second metallic,
but now Curie-Weiss-like, paramagnetic region. Near
x=0.75, a magnetic transition, possibly signalling the onset
of a spin density wave, appears.6,7 It has been recently
reported8 that, at low temperatures, a second insulating state
may set in atx=0.25.

Local density approximationsLDA d calculations9 show a
band structure that evolves smoothly withx, in contrast to
the sharply different regions described above. The experi-
mental magnetic phase diagram is not well reproduced, and a
weakly magnetic metallic ground state is found incorrectly
for all Na concentrations. Neglect of strong correlation ef-
fects by the LDA is the most obvious culprit, but their pre-
cise role in NaxCoO2 is so far not well understood. Circum-
stantial evidence indicates that it should be substantial, with
most estimates of the HubbardU quite large in comparison
with the t2g bandwidth. However, the system does not behave
characteristically as a doped Mott-Hubbard insulator, par-
ticularly around the superconducting composition where a
lack of local magnetic moments on Cod ions is indicated by
susceptibility measurements.10,11 Additionally, it has been
observed that LDA calculations in systems with strong Hub-
bard correlations routinely underestimate the tendency to
magnetismsthe larger the difference,U− I, between the Hub-
bard repulsion and Hund’s rule coupling, the greater the
underestimationd,12 while overestimating the antiferromag-
netic superexchangeJ. In the LDA, NaxCoO2 is magnetic,13

but with in-plane antiferromagnetic instabilities that are
smaller than ferromagnetic. Effects beyond LDA are required
to suppress magnetism, but frustration is doubtful as a
mechanism for this suppression. Because of this, and despite
the largeU /W ratio, spin fluctuations may offer a more plau-
sible reason for deviations between calculated and observed
magnetic ground states.

In this context, it is important to verify to what extent the
LDA bands correctly describe the one-electron excitations
and fermiology of NaxCoO2. Quantum oscillation probes
would be ideal to investigate the Fermi surfacesFSd, particu-
larly the predicted small pockets,13,14but so far no such stud-
ies have been reported. Several photoemission reports are
available,15,16but because the electronic structure is expected
to be sensitive to both surface states and surface quality,
generalization of these results to the details of bulk electronic
properties is questionable. Infrared optics has a penetration
depth of,c/vp swherevpl is the plasma frequencyd, much
longer than that of photoemissions,10 Åd, and may there-
fore provide the most reliable probe of the electronic struc-
ture available to date. Several of these experiments have
been reported.8,17–20Since optical absorption is an integrated
property, involving a variety of interband transitions, it is
usually difficult, if possible at all, to interpret the results in
terms of the electronic structure without full first principles
calculations.

Here we report such calculations. By comparing our cal-
culated LDA spectra with optical experiments reported for
various Na contents, we are able to assign the three main
peaks to specific interband transitions and thereby examine
in detail the dependence of these peak positions and
strengths on bandwidths and energies. The peak shifts one
expects to see in Mott-Hubbard-type compounds are not re-
alized in this system, even for the insulating compounds.
Furthermore, application of the LDA+U methodology exag-
gerates rather than rectifies the systematic discrepancies be-
tween the LDA and measured spectra. We employ a simple
model to illustrate that overestimation of CouO hybridiza-
tion due to overly extendedd orbitals would produce pre-
cisely the kind of peak shifts we see in our LDA spectra.
Spin fluctuations predicted early on21 and later observed22 at
some values ofx, could also affect the spectra by renormal-
izing the bandwidth of thet2g complex. This is also consis-
tent with the differences we observe in our transitions com-
pared with experiment.

II. CALCULATED OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY

Using theWien2k23 full-potential augmented plane wave
+local orbital codesAPW+lod, we calculated the optical
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conductivity for NaxCoO2 within the P63/mmc symmetry
sSG No. 194d at three Na contents,x=0.3,0.5, and 0.7. To
vary the Na content, we used the virtual crystal procedure of
occuping every 2b site with an ion of fractional chargessee
Fig. 1d. For bothc and a lattice constants, we used experi-
mental data5 but relaxed the O height separately for eachx.
The APW sphere radii were the same for all calculations, 2.0
for Na, 1.85 for Co and 1.55 for O.RKmax sessentially a
measure of the plane-wave cutoffd was set to 7.0, giving a
basis set of 833 APW’s and 60 local orbitals. Our density
was well converged using 480k points in the irreducible
Brillouin zone sBZd.

We first calculated the imaginary part of the dielectric
constant, e9svd, in the random phase approximation
sRPAd24,42 using the standard code of theWien2kpackage.
The real part of the optical conductivity,s8svd, can then be
obtained bys8svd=sv /4pde9svd. The resulting spectra ex-
hibit three main peaks, which we labelg, b, anda, accord-
ing to the notation of Wanget al.18 We can identify the
specific interband transitions giving rise to these peaks using
a band-by-band decomposition ofe9svd. Each ofg, b, anda
have distinct origins. Theg peak corresponds to transitions
between different bands of the metallict2g complex, theb

peak tot2g-eg transitions, and thea-peak to transitions from
fully occupied O-p states to unoccupiedeg states. Our calcu-
lated peaks and the identification of their origins agrees well
with tight-binding results25 obtained for Na0.5CoO2. The t2g
and theeg complex, although formally labeled according to
l =2 si.e.,dd symmetry representations, are in reality substan-
tially hybridized with O. Therefore, as opposed to reald-d
transitions in a free atom, such “d-d” dipole transitions are
allowed because of the O admixture and physically are of
charge transfer nature. Thet2g bands are split into ana1g and
two eg8 bands by the trigonal crystal field,13 and allg transi-
tions are from a lowereg8-like state to an uppereg8-like or
a1g-like state. Theeg8-eg8 transitions are wholly due to small
hole FS’s near theK points of the BZ and contribute to a just
visible shoulder beneath the lowest energy peak in the cal-
culated spectrumsan arrow designates this shoulder near
0.4 eV in Fig. 1d. However, there are allowedeg8-a1g transi-
tions in the same energy range that contribute roughly
equally to the peak intensity and therefore, the existence of
these hole pockets cannot be inferred from the existence of
the shoulder. The calculatedb peak has several distinguish-
able subpeaks corresponding to transitions from different
parts of the BZ. In Fig. 2, the peaks of the spectrum for
Na0.5CoO2 are shown and representative transitions are indi-
cated along high symmetry points of the corresponding band
structure. The ratio ofe9svd to the joint density of states
sJDOSd, provides a gauge of the magnitude of the matrix
elements for these transitions. In contrast to the JDOS itself,
which is largest for thet2g-eg transitionssb peakd, the matrix
elements are, predictably, larger for thea peak and, surpris-
ingly, for the g peakst2g-t2gd even larger. The largestg ele-
ments are roughly a factor of 3 greater than the largesta
elements which are nearly twice the size of the largestb
elements.

FIG. 1. sColor onlined The layered structure of NaxCoO2, CoO2

octahedra make up the top, middle, and bottom planes, and light
atoms are intercalated Na in the virtual crystal approximationsall
sites occupiedd.

FIG. 2. sTop paneld The LDA optical conductivity for
Na0.5CoO2 with arrows delineating the three main peaks,g slined
arrowsd, b ssolid arrowsd, anda sdotted arrowsd. A Gaussian broad-
ening of 0.06 eV was used.sBottom paneld Interband transitions
corresponding to peaks in the optical conductivity.
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III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

The threesg ,b ,ad conductivity peaks are clearly recog-
nizable in all available optical data. The reported positions
and strengths of these peaks, however, vary somewhat be-
tween experiments, even for identical dopings.8,18,20For con-
sistency of comparison, we use mainly the report of Hwang
et al.,8 where spectra for several compounds of different Na
content are available. Overall, the LDA spectra are seen to be
in good qualitative, but poor quantitative agreement with ex-
perimentssee Fig. 3d, a situation we will attribute to LDA
overhybridization, and/or spin fluctuations in the next sec-
tion. But first, we discuss the doping dependencies and gen-
eral shape of the spectra. These are quite well reproduced by
calculation. At bothx=0.25 andx=0.5, optical measure-
ments at very low frequency detect a small semiconducting
gap. At all energies above the calculated Drude peak, this
gap has no effect on the optical spectra.8 There are two clear
trends followed by both the LDA and measureds1svd as
electron count is increasedsNa addedd. First, thea and b
peaks shift away from each other and become broader. Sec-
ond, theg peak sharpens and moves slightly lower in energy.
Both effects have their origin in an upward shift of Co-
derived bands as the Cod-band filling is increased. The
greater energy difference between the O-p states and the
shiftedeg band determines thea-peak position, and a reduc-
tion in hybridization between Co and O orbitals, now further
separated in energy, weakens thet2g-eg crystal field splitting,
causing the downwardb-peak shift. Since theg peak is due
to transitions within thet2g band complex, its sharpening and
shift down are both attributable to a slightly narrowedt2g
bandwidth caused by decreased O mixing. Our calculated
in-plane plasma frequency atx=0.7, vp=1.39 eV, agrees
well with values extracted from experiment,18,20

vp=1.48 eV andvp=1.17 eV. Thec-axis plasma frequency
is calculated to be 1.48 eV, nearly the same as the in-plane
value, reflecting the lack of anisotropy at higher Na levels.
Here we note that the effect of the virtual crystal approxima-

tion sVCAd for disordered ions is to underestimate the aniso-
tropy for all values ofx. A detailed comparison with super-
cell calculations26 shows that it is only interlayer hopping
that is affected by the VCA and that the features relevant to
optics are well reproduced such that the trends reported here
are not affected by this approximation. We do expect that a
calculation employing real, disordered Na ions would result
in a broadening of the peakssas compared to the VCAd due
to leaking of the indirect transitions. As Na is removed, the
in-plane plasma frequency and the electronic anisotropy in-
crease until, atx=0.3, the in-planevp is 2.86 eV and the
c-axis vp is 0.337 eV, approximately an order of magnitude
apart. The increase in Drude weight and concurrent enhance-
ment of anisotropy with electron removal compare favorably
with experimental observations.8,19

Despite these instances of good agreement, some dramatic
differences between the spectra are obvious. The experimen-
tal peak intensities are almost a factor of 2 smaller and ap-
proximately 0.5 eV lower in energy than our calculated ones
when using a Gaussian broadening of 0.06 eV. This value
was chosen to match peak widths to experiment, but because
the broadening should in reality be energy dependent, the
lower peaks of our spectrum are somewhat over-broadened.
Experimentally, the strong dip just below thea peak deepens
from x=0.25 tox=0.5, but then becomes shallow again at
x=0.7, whereas the LDA gap deepens and widens monotoni-
cally with increasing Na content. It has been previously sug-
gested that bothb anda peaks could be identified with tran-
sitions across thet2g-eg energy gap and that spin splitting of
the t2g states could account for differences between observed
peak positions and calculated paramagnetic band positions.18

Though no observation of static magnetism has been made
for anyx,0.75, the LDA is known to predict an FM ground
state for allx, suggesting that magnetic fluctuations may be
present in the system.13,21 Direct observations of FM spin
fluctuations,22 a spin density wave7 at x=0.75, andc-axis
AFM ordering27 at x=0.85 further support the idea that mag-
netism may play a role in optics. However, since regular
optics does not allow for spin-flip transition, spin splitting
may shift optical transitions only if one of the two electronic
states involved in a transition is split while the other is not.
This is not the case for eitherg or b peaks. There is some
effect on the position of thea peak because of oxygen ad-
mixture, but it is merely 0.15 eV even atx=0.3. Thus, the
observed shifts of the absorption peaks with respect to the
LDA, especially the two high-energy peaks,a andb, cannot
be due to magnetic effects.

IV. CORRELATIONS EFFECTS AND BAND
RENORMALIZATIONS

The smallt2g andeg bandwidths of NaxCoO2 suggest that
correlation effects in Co-d may be important. Our renormal-
ized atom calculations for HubbardU on Co yield
U*3.7 eV, while thet2g bandwidthW is 1.5 eV, so that the
Hubbard ratiosaccounting for degeneracyd is U /WÎ3*1.5.
Spin-unrestricted band structure calculations yield a half-
metallic ferromagnetic ground state, contrary to experiment.
All this suggests that we adopt a circumspect attitude toward

FIG. 3. sColor onlined A comparison of experimentalstop paneld
and calculatedslower paneld optical spectra. Note that the lowest
calculated Na concentration is 0.3, slightly different from the ex-
perimental value of 0.25.
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conventional LDA calculations for this compound as it is
quite likely that the actual experimental electronic structure
is considerably renormalized compared to the LDA results.28

Indeed, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
sARPESd measurements15,16 have detected a heavy quasipar-
ticle band near the Fermi energy with a total width of
,70 meV, much smaller than the LDA bandwidth. This is an
interesting finding, but surface sensitivity should be kept in
mind. Indeed, differences between surface electronic struc-
ture, as measured accurately by ARPES, and bulk electronic
structure have been established in other oxides, including
cuprate,29 ruthenate,30 and manganite31,32 compounds. Opti-
cal experiments, with their longer penetration depth, have the
potential to tell us more about the specific shortcomings of
LDA calculations in NaxCoO2. The optical spectra of good
metals are reproduced remarkably well for a very large en-
ergy range,33 and even in strongly correlated systems, good
agreement is often achieved.34 Deviation of the LDA spectra
from experiment, if properly analyzed, is an indispensable
probe of the nature of the relevant many-body effects.

Let us first recall the typical inadequacies of LDA calcu-
lations in systems with localized electrons. The best known
case is exemplified by Mott-Hubbard insulators. Here the
missing physics is mainly the Coulomb repulsion between
electrons localized at the same site. Typical examples are
f-electron compounds, high-Tc cuprates, or 3d oxides. This
group is characterized bys1d underestimation of propensity
toward magnetismsup to the level of total loss of a magnetic
ground state, as in cupratesd, s2d underestimation of band
gaps between occupied and empty bands, ands3d overesti-
mation of the superexchange antiferromagnetic interaction
sthis increases with hopping and decreases with the band
gap; the former is overestimated and the latter underesti-
mated in LDAd. As a leading correction to the LDA, the
LDA+ U method has been very successful in the prototypical
systems listed above. For these, the LDA+U method repro-
duces the missing Mott-Hubbard effects, such as a down-
ward shift of the occupied bands relative to the unoccupied
bandsswith corresponding shifts of interband transitions to
higher energiesd. In metallic systems, it must be kept in mind
that the main correlation effects are dynamic, and best ac-
counted for by methods such as dynamical mean field theory
sDMFTd, to which LDA+U is only a static approximation.
Nonetheless, the LDA+U methodology has been used for
metals and, particularly because NaxCoO2 has insulating
phases for at least one value ofx, the optical effects of Mott-
Hubbard-type correlations in the system, if they exist, should
be reproduced by this scheme.

Inspection of the LDA band structure of NaxCoO2 in con-
junction with experimental data indicates the Mott-Hubbard
effects discussed above are not applicable here. The tendency
toward magnetism is overestimated, and so is the band gap
between thet2g andeg bands. The LDA ground state is fer-
romagnetic, and not antiferromagnetic. Not surprisingly then,
LDA+ U calculations35,36 only worsen the situation. The
t2g-eg distance, already 0.5 eV too large, increases further,
and the tendency towards magnetism becomes even stronger.
Additionally, for more subtle reasons, the twoeg8 subbands of
the t2g manifold are shifted down with respect to thea1g
band. This in turn shifts theg peak, already too high in

energy, up even further. In Fig. 4, the upward shift of theb
peak, with an appliedU of 4 eV, is enough to merge it with
the a peak. In comparison with the LDA spectrasalso
shownd the agreement with experiment is significantly
worse. We conclude that theLDA+U approach is not appro-
priate for NaxCoO2.

Another possible manifestation of electron-electron corre-
lations is found in3He and in CrO2.

37 Here collective exci-
tations smagnons or paramagnonsd play the same role as
phonons in the sense of “dressing” quasiparticles and in-
creasing their mass.38 As a result, the optical spectra more or
less proportionally squeeze toward the low frequency. Soft-
ening of magnetic excitations near a quantum critical point
leads to large spin fluctuations and suppressionsfull or par-
tiald of magnetic ordering.39,40 A comparison of the experi-
mental and calculated properties of NaxCoO2 indicates the
presence of such effects. Thus,quantum criticality is likely to
be an important reason for deviation from the LDA in
NaxCoO2.

Finally, one should not forget about a very prosaic short-
coming of the LDA, it includes a spurious self-interaction
that leads to overextended 3d orbitals, and thus overesti-
mated hybridization with ligand orbitals. This effect becomes
stronger for more localizedd orbitals.

We shall now try to assess qualitatively the ramification of
these two effects. The first, “dressing” of one-electron exci-
tations is qualitatively similar to the electron-phonon cou-
pling induced renormalization, except it occurs in a larger
energy range. It is reasonable to expect it to affect the whole
t2g band or a large part of it, leading to overall narrowing of
all threet2g bands. This, in turn should shift both components
of the g transition, theeg8-eg8 one and theeg8-a1g one to lower
energies, without much change in their intensitysthe extra
spectral weight is transferred to high energies, as in the
electron-phonon couplingd. It is unlikely that, as sometimes
assumed, the top of theeg8 band will be shifted down with
respect to thea1g band. First, dressing of the quasiparticles
makes them heavier, but normally does not shift different
states near the Fermi energy with respect to each other. Sec-
ond, this would not only eliminate theeg8-eg8 transitions, but
would also shift theeg8-a1g to higher energy, worsening the
agreement with experiment. It is also unlikely that such

FIG. 4. A comparison of LDA+U and LDA optical spectra at
x=0.7sspin-up and spin-down spectra are added togetherd. All three
peaks shift upward with the application ofU, further deviating from
experimental results.
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“dressing” would affect the unoccupiedeg band, which is too
far away from the Fermi level.

Let us now estimate the possible effects of contraction of
the Co-d orbitals. To this end we use the simplest possible
tight binding model, namely one where only nearest neigh-
bor CouO pds andpdp hoppingsswe will call thesets

2 and
tp
2, respectivelyd are included, and the energy of the O-p

level is taken to be sufficently far removed from the Co-d
level that it can be integrated out. Both assumptions are ex-
tremely crude, as direct CouCo and especially OuO over-
laps are not small, nor is thep-d energy separation small.
The model nonetheless provides a useful qualitative frame-
work. The resulting 535 Hamiltonian has a 232 eg sub-
block with diagonal elements proportional tots

2. Because
there is no path connecting aneg orbital on one site to any
neighboringeg orbital via oxygen, there is no dispersion in
this subblock. The 333 t2g subblock has noticeable disper-
sion controlled bytp

2, with the overall upward shift of the
same order. Finally there is a dispersive off-diagonal sub-
block, corresponding to O-assisted hopping between neigh-
boring t2g andeg orbitals. The scale of this block is set by the
producttstp. Note that in a cubic structure, sucht2g-eg hop-
ping through an intermediary O is impossible.

We now make the further simplifying assumption that
ts@ tp. We can then neglect the ligand field on thet2g orbitals
sproportional totp

2,d, leaving only the ligand field on theeg
orbitals sproportional tots

2d. Since theb peak is due tot2g
-eg transitions, its position reflects a crystal field splitting of
the Co-d states which results from a combination of electro-
static and ligand field effects. Using a linearized muffin-tin
orbital sLMTOd calculation with all CouO hybridization
suppressed, we found that the crystal field splitting reduces
from <3.4 eV to<1 eV, i.e., the electrostatic crystal field is
1 eV, and the ligand field is 2.4 eV. The latter is probably
overestimated because the LDA overhybridizes the Co-d
orbitals. Specifically, ifts were 12% smaller than it’s LDA
value sÎ2.4/1.9=1.12d, the b peak would shift down by
0.5 eV, in agreement with the experiment. Furthermore, the
intensity of this peak would also be reduced, because the

optical matrix elements in a two-band tight binding model
scale with the off-diagonal elements of the Hamiltoniansthis
follows from the tight binding definition of dipole matrix
elements askA1u]H /]k uA2l, whereA are the eigenvectorsd,
and these scale aststp. This is in accord with overestimation
of the b-peak intensity and lends further support to our as-
sumption that the LDA overestimates thepds hopping am-
plitudes in NaxCoO2 by approximately 10%. This is a static
effect. On the other hand, the dressing of the quasiparticles is
dynamic in nature and requires a methodology that explicitly
includes fluctuations. Some notable work along this line,
based on simplified models, has been recently reported in the
framework of DMFT.41

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the LDA optical conductivity spectra
of NaxCoO2 and compared it with experimental data for sev-
eral different Na contents. There is good qualitative agree-
ment in terms of the number of peaks and their behavior with
changingx, but exact peak heights and positions are not well
reproduced. Though the underlying reasons for this are likely
correlation effects neglected by the LDA, we argue that us-
ing LDA+ U as a remedy is inappropriate for this compound.
Spin fluctuation driven renormalization of thet2g band com-
plex and overextension of Co-d orbitals are shown to affect
the optical spectrum in a manner consistent with the discrep-
ancies between calculation and experiment. These cause nar-
rowing of thet2g band and reduction of crystal field splitting,
respectively, bringing LDA optical peaks into good agree-
ment with experimental reports.
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